Setting ideas
9 Block quilts that finish 60 x 60
Sashing and Cornerstones
Sashing – 1 yard
Cornerstones – ¼ yard
Border – 1 yard
Cut 24 sashing strips 4 ½ inches by 12 ½ inches
Cut 16 cornerstones 4 ½ inches square
Cut 6 border strips 4 ¼ inches wide
Sew sashing strips between blocks and on ends in rows of 3.
(make 3 rows)
Sew cornerstones between sashing strips and on ends in rows
of 3. (make 4 rows)
Alternate sashing and cornerstones rows and block and
sashing rows as you sew the top together.
Piece border strips together and cut to equal height of quilt.
Sew to sides. Piece border strips together and cut to equal width of quilt plus side borders. Sew to sides of quilt and your top is
finished! (Measure quilt in several spots for your most accurate figure for cutting borders.)

On Point setting
Setting fabric – 1 ½ yards
Borders – 1 1/8 yard, cut into 5 inch strips.
From Setting fabric, cut two 18 ½ inch squares. Cut in half in both
directions to make eight side triangles. Cut four 12 ½ inch squares
from setting squares and cut two 9 ½ squares, cut in half diagonally
for corner triangles.
Sew in rows diagonally, adding a side triangle and end triangle to
top left block. Sew a block on each side of a setting square, then
add a side corner to each side for the second row. Alternate three
blocks and two setting corners, then add a corner triangle to each
side for center row. Continue on to make the last two rows. Sew
rows together, matching seams. The triangles will be slightly larger
than needed, so don’t try to ease them in! Trim the edges ¼ of an
inch from the block corners, then piece and add borders as above.
Thanks for participating in Block of the Month this year!
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